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FROM SMRS LEADERSHIP
Walking Through
Hi friends,
Looking back over the past year has reminded us of the resilience of the human race and the current
behavioral health field. Since March of 2019, we have adapted our care and approach to providing the
necessary services to the thousands of folks we have served. This approach is nothing new; substance
use and mental health treatment providers have always been flexible in what they do and where they
provide services.
We made adaptations to a few of our programs to include Incidental Medical Services at two sites.
Incidental Medical Services will allow for the Agency to begin providing low level detox to individuals
who are medically stable and can detox outside of a hospital setting. The other service addition was
converting our Royal Palms treatment program from a male licensed bed facility to a male and female
licensed facility with the specialization of LGBTQ+ services. Although the pandemic has created some
challenges in the full implementation of services, Social Model Recovery Systems now offers the
largest site in Los Angeles for recovery for individuals seeking a safe home.
Prevention services require the same level of adaptability as our treatment services, and this year
we will focus on Social Model Recovery Systems’ work in prevention. For the last 25 years, United
Coalition East Prevention Project has worked to help the disenfranchised human beings living in
the area known as Skid Row in the Central City East area of Los Angeles. Under the leadership of
Zelenne Cardenas, Social Model Recovery Systems has seen growth and change in the prevention
field. Zelenne has been a force to reckon with and has earned the respect of those who look to the
organization to advocate on their behalf. The expansion and current scope of prevention services are:
UCEPP, CCERP, ReFresh Spot, and our two Tobacco Free Partnerships. The current projects are just
a sampling of prevention efforts. When speaking recently to Zelenne about prevention, she explained
that most good prevention projects work you out of a job because the goal is to help the community
learn how to advocate for itself. Many of the areas where we have provided prevention services have
been able to do just that, while others continue to need assistance and new goals for success.
What we have also discovered is we do not tell enough folks about the good work which is happening
around prevention. So this year, things are going to be different. We are going to allow the folks who
are providing services every day in our pandemic environment a glimpse of how they have “walked
through” and continue to support those who need a voice.
We remain strong as an organization, looking forward to the future, and thriving as a human race by
exercising our resilience.

Patty Fenoglio, Board President
			

Bruce Boardman, Chief Executive Officer
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WHO WE ARE

Vision Statement
Social Model Recovery Systems envisions a world where communities can pursue social,
economic, educational, and spiritual wellness free from alcohol, other drug, and mental
health problems.

Mission Statement
Our service mission is threefold:

•

To create environments promoting recovery, personal responsibility,
and mutual self help;

•

To help communities prevent and reduce alcohol, other drug, and mental
health related problems through positive social change, and;

•

To share research and knowledge through training, consultation, and
educational initiatives.

To achieve success, our financial mission is:
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•

To maintain fiscal strength which ensures quality, growth, and the ability
to serve all people in need and

•

To provide cost-effective services that achieve the best and highest use
of public and private resources.

		

CORE BELIEFS
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4.
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8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

We believe that everyone contributes
to providing a safe and nurturing
environment; we treat each other with
consistency, predictability, and respect.
Everyone is expected to role model
healthy behaviors.
Each person is treated with dignity
and respect.
Everyone advocates for individual
growth and community change.
Everyone’s life experience is valued.
Self-disclosure, when appropriate, is
beneficial.
The primary relationship is between the
participant and the program community
rather than with an individual staff
member.
We seek to understand and accept our
own limitations.
Our responsibility is to provide an
environment in which participants
discover their personal choices; we
believe that only the participants have
the ability to choose to recover.
We offer resources for the individual
and communities to develop and
implement change.
We seek to create meaningful and
mutually beneficial relationships with
the community.
Recovery is an individual choice and an
ongoing process; it is demonstrated,
measured, and strengthened by
community involvement.
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WHO WE ARE
PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT
Prevention Services
SMRS’s prevention services work to build resiliency, increase civic participation, and promote
healthy neighborhoods. The prevention work centers on the idea that environments matter
and that everyone deserves a healthy community with access to healthy food, recreation,
and safe social spaces, where businesses serve community needs and help residents thrive.
Too often, people who receive recovery treatment return to environments that make recovery
difficult. This is especially true in under-resourced communities such as the Central City East
area of Los Angeles, commonly known as “Skid Row”.
Through United Coalition East (UCEPP), the coalition SMRS formed in 1996 to engage the
most vulnerable population in Skid Row, we organize and mobilize residents to challenge
systemic conditions and social disparities supporting their fight for a healthy neighborhood.

“I have learned that despite the hardships in Skid Row, many residents are
determined to succeed. There are many inspiring and talented individuals
working to improve their neighborhood,” said Zelenne L. Cárdenas, Director
of Prevention Services.
Utilizing trauma-informed, culturally responsive principles, SMRS has sustained a prevention
coalition that includes people experiencing homelessness who advocate for a just, equitable
environment that uplifts health and wellness. Coalition members have successfully advocated
for the expansion of public parks with amenities; stronger monitoring and regulations of area
bars, hotels, and liquor stores; and the expansion of the Homeless Education program serving
youth in Skid Row. These are just a few of the accomplishments of the community-led efforts
that the SMRS prevention services team facilitates to improve the environment where many
people in recovery live.
The community organizing work that the prevention services team leads can take many forms,
and it is all rooted in advocating for and with Skid Row community-members.

“On any given day, we could be dressed-up and go to a City Council or Board
Hearing to discuss an ordinance or a policy they are thinking of implementing
to inform them on how it can impact the community. On that same day,
we might be surveying the community, talking to people experiencing
homelessness about their plight. That night, we could be hosting
a movie in the park, while passing out popcorn and educational
materials,” Zelenne said.
From speaking at hearings to speaking to Skid Row residents, UCEPP helps
build power in the neighborhood so that residents feel empowered. UCEPP’s
organizing and policy advocacy efforts have also focused on parks and the
expansion of green spaces. There are two small parks in Skid Row, yet
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both are highly utilized as public gathering spaces which provide respite from the sidewalks,
shelters, and tiny residential units in the neighborhood. Working with residents, UCEPP
helped establish annual events at the park, expanded amenities, and formed the Skid Row
Park Advisory Board in 2020.
By listening to and engaging community members in Skid Row, UCEPP builds the capacity
of residents to voice their needs and co-design programs and services that consider their
perspectives and improve their neighborhood.

“Community members that live in Skid Row are the experts on the issues that
impact them and have ideas about the solution. Engaging them is powerful”
said Charles Porter, Prevention Coordinator. “Through that power, we were able
to establish the Skid Row Community ReFresh Spot, a hygiene center that the
community designed, envisioned, and named. The ReFresh Spot has its own
energy, logo, theme, and ground rules, all shaped by the community.”
An important element of SMRS’ prevention work is community-building where residents
can connect with each other through social activities like art and music festivals. By
fostering opportunities for people to
form relationships, SMRS is supporting
individuals with their recovery.

“What keeps people healthy
and well is their ability to have
a sense of community, a sense
of belonging, and a sense of
purpose. That goes a very long
way to keep people sober, safe,
and healthy across the board,”
said Charles.
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WHO WE ARE
STAFF & PARTNERSHIP
SPOTLIGHT
Lamar Profit
Lamar Profit, 20-year resident of Skid Row, is a Community Ambassador at the ReFresh Spot,
a hygiene center for local residents. He helps folks get acquainted with the ReFresh Spot,
giving them socks and underwear when needed and making them feel welcomed.

“I want people to know ‘You are not forgotten and that there are people that do
care for you,’” said Lamar. “We are here for you and we understand the struggle.”
Since 2003, Lamar has been a member of the coalition SMRS formed that builds the capacity of
Skid Row residents to advocate for and on behalf of their community. That same coalition shaped
the development of the ReFresh Spot, a place where residents can take a shower and charge
their phones, two critical needs many residents depend on. From naming it to establishing the
rules, local residents like Lamar were instrumental in designing the hygiene center.
Now, Lamar works full-time at the ReFresh Spot offering a friendly and familiar face to the
residents that come through its doors. As someone who is unsheltered, Lamar is able to
connect with community members on a personal level and helps them navigate the array of
services and support programs that are
available on Skid Row through SMRS and
other providers.

“Prevention work is like
maintenance for a car. You have
to keep at it, maintain yourself
to get better, and you have to
be at it all the time – stay at it.”
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For Lamar, the most rewarding part of this
work is encouraging folks to seek the
support they need to get on a path
to recovery.

WHAT WE DO

PROGRAMS AT
A GLANCE
Bimini

Stepping Stones (Covina)

Mariposa

UCEPP (Los Angeles)

Mid Valley Outpatient (El Monte)

Tobacco-Free Partnership

Outpatient, serving men and women
experiencing substance use disorder

(Covina/West Covina)
Advocating for smoke-free living in multiunit housing

Omni (El Monte)

Tobacco-Free Partnership

(Los Angeles)
Residential, serving men and women
experiencing substance use disorder

(East Los Angeles)
Residential, serving women (and women with
children) experiencing substance use disorder

Residential, serving men experiencing
substance use disorder

Pasadena Council on Alcoholism
Outpatient, serving men and women
experiencing substance use and/or
mental health issues

Rena B (Los Angeles)

Residential, serving men and women
experiencing substance use disorder

River Community

Residential, serving women (and women with
children) experiencing substance use disorder

Challenging systemic conditions and social
disparities through community collaborations

(Maywood) - Helped to pass a City ordinance
protecting youth from accessing tobacco
flavored products.
(Montebello) - Helped to build a strong
Community coalition to protect youth from
accessing tobacco flavored products.

River Community Wellness (Covina)

Outpatient, serving men and women
experiencing co-occurring mental health
and substance use disorders

Royal Palms

(Azusa)
Residential, serving men and women
experiencing co-occurring disorders

(Los Angeles)
Serving men, women, LGBTQ+ community
experiencing substance use disorder

River Community Covina (Covina)

Community-based Housing

Outpatient, serving men and women
experiencing co-occurring mental health
and substance use disorders

(East Los Angeles, El Monte, Covina, San Dimas)
Independent living for those in recovery

ReFresh Spot (Los Angeles)

Hygiene center for folks living on Skid Row
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WHERE WE ARE

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
REVENUE

						 Fiscal 2019

Government Contracts and Grants
Program Service Fees
Contributions
Rental Income
Interest Income
Other Income
Total Revenue

$15,797,206
$849,951
$131,581
$13,216
$17,230
$24,176
$16,833,358

$20,089,112
$1,029,691
$29,336
$13,776
$3,483
$19,361
$21,184,759

EXPENSES 						 Fiscal 2019

Fiscal 2020

Program Services
Support Services - Genl and Administrative
Total Expenses
Surplus

$14,651,770
$2,080,752
$16,732,522
$100,836

$17,671,631
$2,272,759
$19,944,390
$1,240,369

FINANCIAL POSITION 				 Fiscal 2019

Fiscal 2020

Assets
Liabilities, Mortgage & Equipment
Liabilities, Other
Net Assets

DEMOGRAPHICS OF PERSONS SERVED
		

Hispanic 50%

African Americans 17%
		

White 17%

		

Other 6%
Did Not Identify 4%

		

Unknown 3%

		

Asian 1%
Native American 1%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 1%
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Fiscal 2020

$17,267,124
$5,551,269
$1,236,899
$10,478,956

$18,418,650
$6,866,191
$1,839,138
$9,713,321

GENDER IDENTITIES
58% Male
36% Female
1% Trans Female
1% Trans Male
1% Did not Identify

... in pursuit of wellness.
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